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Abstract

Exception handling is a traditional and natural mechanism to manage errors and events that disrupt the normal flow of program

instructions. In most concurrent or parallel systems, exception handling is done locally or sequentially, and cannot guarantee

the global coherence of the system after an exception is caught. Working with a structured parallel model is an advantage

in this respect. Algorithmic skeletons, that are patterns of parallel algorithms on distributed data structures, offer such a

structured model. However very few algorithmic skeleton libraries provide a specific parallel exception mechanism, and no

C++-based library. In this paper we propose the design of an exception mechanism for the C++ Orléans Skeleton Library

that ensures the global coherence of the system after exceptions are caught. We explain our design choices, experiment on the

performance penalty of its use, and we illustrate how to purposefully use this mechanism to extract the results in the course of

some algorithms.
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1. Introduction

Due to the increasing complexity of computer programs and systems, abnormal or exceptional events are very

likely to happen. Even in the case of a certified system, input/output operations, memory allocation or in general

hardware related operations may cause errors. It is preferable that such events do not cause a crash of the programs

or systems. Therefore modern programming languages offer mechanisms to manage such events.

Work on managing exceptions started in the 70’s [1]. Nowadays, exception mechanisms are more than a way

to manage errors: There are structural parts of the languages and the execution models. Three distinct roles are

played by an exception mechanism:

(1) The capability to continue the execution of a program in the absence of a result that failed to be computed.

It may simply be the capability to output the nature of the problem before terminating the execution. One possible

solution for this is to output a special return value and to have a different value for each possible error scenario.

This is what is done in C for example with the integer value return by the main function or the return value of some

MPI functions that may indicate errors. However these cases do not belong to the exception mechanism class as

they require an explicit treatment of exceptional cases, for all the calls: This pollutes the code and makes it harder

to read, understand and maintain. An exception mechanism introduces an implicit treatment of exceptional cases.

Code is kept smaller and dealing with exceptional cases using specific language constructs makes the code clearer.
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(2) When an exception is raised, the normal execution flow is interrupted. The execution flow is routed to a

specific code to deal with the exceptional case at hand. Therefore an exception should trigger a specific treatment

without step-by-step going through the call stack as in normal function calls.

(3) A catch or retry mechanism allows to return to a safe program state or to retry with different parameters.

To have an idea of the complexity of exception handling in the case of a parallel exception, it may be helpful to

think of exception propagation as a jump in the call stack of a program, or successive jumps to an adequate routine

to handle the exception. In the parallel case there exists one stack by processor or process and these stacks may

be entirely independent if we assume no underlying structure. In the absence of synchronisation mechanisms,

the notion of the execution state at a given time is itself difficult to define as every machine has its own clock.

There are a lot of work on exception in a concurrent context [2]. But as the authors of [3] indicate there is no best

solution. The exception mechanism should be adapted to the considered concurrent or parallel model. In most

systems, in particular concurrent or parallel ones, exception handling is done locally or sequentially, and cannot

guarantee the global coherence of the system after an exception is caught. In this context, we have the advantage

to work with a structured parallel model: algorithmic skeletons [4].

Skeletal parallel languages or libraries provide a finite set of algorithmic skeletons that are higher-order func-

tions or patterns that can be executed in parallel. A skeleton often captures the pattern of a classical parallel algo-

rithm such as a pipeline, a parallel reduction, or parallel operations on distributed collections. In such a context

data-structures are considered globally for the whole parallel machine, even in the case of distributed memory ma-

chine. This is the global view also advocated by the Chapel language designers [5]. It eases parallel programming

compared to the fragmented view provided by SPMD programming (for example MPI). Usually the sequential

semantics of the skeleton is simple and corresponds to the usual semantics of similar higher-order functions in

functional programming languages or usual operations and iterations on collections in object oriented languages.

The user of algorithmic skeletons has just to compose some of the skeletons to write his parallel application.

Orléans Skeleton Library or OSL is an efficient algorithmic skeleton library for C++ that uses meta-programming

techniques to attain good performances when composing skeletons [6].

The contribution of the work described in this paper is: (1) the design of an exception mechanism adapted

to the parallel execution model of Orléans Skeleton Library that ensures the global coherence of the system after

exceptions are caught; (2) the implementation of this mechanism in OSL and experiments of the performance

penalty of its use; (3) an illustration of its use to purposefully extract the results in the course of parallel back-

tracking algorithms.

The paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we give an overview of the Orléans Skeleton Library. Section 3

describes the implementation of the exception mechanism inside OSL. Section 4 is devoted to an application that

relies heavily on the exception mechanism for its execution flow. Section 5 studies the performance penalty of

using exceptions. We discuss related work in section 6, and conclude in section 7.

2. OSL: An Overview

Orléans Skeleton Library is a C++ library of data-parallel algorithmic skeletons that follow the Bulk Syn-

chronous Parallel [7] model of parallel computation. It is implemented on top of MPI and takes advantage of the

expression templates optimisation techniques to be very efficient yet allowing programming in a functional style.

Programming with OSL is very similar to programming in sequential. The main difference is that OSL pro-

grams operate on distributed data structures called distributed arrays. Distributed arrays are one dimensional

arrays such that, at the time of the creation of the array, data is distributed among the processors. Distributed

arrays are implemented as a template class DArray<T>. A distributed array consists of bsp_p partitions, where

bsp_p is the number of processing elements of the parallel (BSP) machine. Each partition is an array of elements

of type T.

2.1. OSL computation and communication skeletons

To give a quick, yet precise, overview of OSL, figure 1 presents an informal semantics for the main OSL

skeletons together with their signatures. In this figure, bsp_p is noted p. A distributed array of type DArray<T>

can be seen “sequentially” as an array [t0, . . . , tt.size−1] where t.size is the (global) size of the (distributed) array t
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Skeleton Signature
Informal semantics

map
DArray<W> map(W f(T), DArray<T> t)

map( f , [t0, . . . , tt.size−1]D) = [ f (t0), . . . , f (tt.size−1)]D

zip
DArray<W> zip(W f(T,U), DArray<T> t, DArray<U> u)

zip( f , [t0, . . . , tt.size−1]D, [u0, . . . , ut.size−1]D) = [ f (t0, u0), . . . , f (tt.size−1, ut.size−1)]D

reduce
<T> reduce(T ⊕(T,T), DArray<T> t)

reduce(⊕, [t0, . . . , tt.size−1]D) = t0 ⊕ t1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ tt.size−1

scan
DArray<T> scan(T ⊕(T,T), DArray<T> t)

scan(⊕, [t0, . . . , tt.size−1]D) = [⊕0
i=0

ti; . . . ;⊕t.size−1
i=0

ti]D

permute
DArray<T> permute(int f(int), DArray<T> t)

permute( f , [t0, . . . , tt.size−1]D) = [t f −1(0), . . . , t f −1(t.size−1)]D

shift
DArray<T> shift(int o, T f(T), DArray<T> t)

shift(o, f , [t0, . . . , tt.size−1]D) = [ f (0), . . . , f (o − 1), t0, . . . , tt.size−1−o]D

redistribute
DArray<T> redistribute(Vector<int> dist, DArray<T> t)

redistribute(dist, [t0, . . . , tt.size−1]D) = [t0, . . . , tt.size−1]dist

getPartition
DArray< Vector<T> > getPartition(DArray<T> t)

getPartition([t0, . . . , tt.size−1]D) =
[
[t0, . . . , tD(0)−1], . . . , [t ji , . . . , t ji+D(i)−1], . . . , [t jp−1

, . . . , tn−1]
]

Ep

where Ep(i) = 1 and ji =
∑k=i−1

k=0 D(k)

flatten
DArray<T> flatten(DArray< Vector<T> > t)

flatten([a0, . . . , aa.size−1]) =
[
a0[0], . . . , a0[a0.size − 1], a1[0], . . . , aa.size−1[aa.size−1.size − 1]

]
D′

where D′(i) =
∑

D(i−1)≤k<D(i) ak.size and ji =
∑k=i−1

k=0 D(k)

Fig. 1. OSL Skeletons

(and we use the same notation if t is a C++ vector). But as with the getPartition skeleton, the user can expose

the distribution of the distributed array, this informal semantics should also indicates how the array is distributed.

We write the distribution as a subscript D of the distributed array. D is a function from {0, . . . , bsp_p} to N.

The first two skeletons, map and zip, are the usual combinators used to apply a function to each element of

a distributed array (resp. of two distributed arrays). The first argument of both map and zip could be a C++

functor either extending std::unary_function or std::binary_function. There are two variants: mapIndex and

zipIndex. Each of these variants takes a function with an additional argument: an integer representing the global

index of each element in the distributed array.

Parallel reduction and parallel prefix computation with a binary associative operator ⊕ are performed using

respectively the reduce and scan skeletons. Communications are needed to execute both skeletons.

permute and shift are communication skeletons. permute redistributes the array, according to a function f,

bijective on the interval [0, t.size − 1]. The shift skeleton allows to shift elements on the right (the case shown in

the figure) or the left depending on the sign of its first argument. The missing values, at the beginning or the end

of the array, are given by function f.

The next skeleton only modifies the distribution of the distributed array, not its content. redistribute dis-

tributes the content of the distributed array according to a vector of integers representing the target distribution.

This skeleton is used to implement derived skeletons such as gather, scatter or balance. The latter redistribute

the array so that it becomes an evenly distributed array, i.e. an array such that the largest local partition has at most

one more element than the smallest local partition.

All the skeletons up to redistribute preserve the distribution. It means that if they are applied to evenly

distributed arrays, the result will be an evenly distributed array. The redistribute skeleton may thus seems

useless. However, some algorithms such as BSP regular sampling sort, require intermediate and final results that

are not evenly distributed. To implement such algorithms, two additional skeletons are needed: getPartition and

flatten.

The getPartition skeleton exposes how a distributed array is distributed among the processors. It transforms
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a distributed array of type DArray<T> into a distributed array of type DArray<Vector<T> > and of size bsp_p. In

the resulting distributed array, each processor contains only one element: a C++ vector, the former partition on

this processor. The flatten skeleton is the inverse operation of getPartition.

As a very short OSL program, we compute the variance
∑n−1

i=0 (xi −
∑n−1

j=0 x j

n ) of a sequence of random variables

xi:

double avg = osl::reduce(std::plus<double>(), x) / x.getGlobalSize();

double variance = osl::reduce(std::plus<double>(),

osl::map(std::bind(std::minus<double>(),avg, _2), x));

2.2. OSL skeleton for exception handling

In order to provide parallel error handling to the user, we add a parallel exception handling mechanism to OSL.

This is provided by the forwardExceptions skeleton. This skeleton takes as parameter a skeletal expression and

returns the value of the skeletal expression. If at some processors, the evaluation of the skeletal expression raises

an exception, forwardExceptions will raise a vector of exception pointers. This vector has size bsp_p and at each

index corresponding to a processor that raised an exception, the vector contains the exception pointer otherwise it

contains the null pointer.

Thus we can catch all the exceptions raised by all the processors. If he prefers, the user could choose only

one exception to consider, for example by getting the exception of the lowest rank processor, or randomly. In

this respect the mechanism we provide increases the expressive power of OSL. Syntactically, an OSL program

handling exceptions would look as follows, where da is a defined distributed array of type DArray<int>:

struct f {

int operator()(int i) { if(i%2 == 0) throw std::exception(); else return i; }

};

try

{ forwardExceptions(map(f(), da)); }

catch

( std::vector<std::exception*> exn ) { /* Access to all the exceptions through exn */ }

3. Support for Parallel Exception Handling

The user can already catch exception at the element level in the functions applied by the skeleton calls. He

can also catch exceptions raised by the evaluation of a skeleton expression with the usual sequential try/catch

instructions, however doing this will only catch the exceptions raised locally. This is problematic as it may cause

processes to follow different paths of instructions, which could break the consistence or synchronisation implied

by the BSP model. To implement complete exception handling for OSL we need to be able to determine if any

of the current processes that are working in a skeleton call did raise an exception. We thus need to be able to

remotely send exceptions between the processes, but the design of the C++ exception handling mechanism raises

several problems.

Exceptions are naturally polymorphic: Every exception provided by the standard library is derived from the

base class std::exception, and users are encouraged to similarly create their own exception classes by deriving

from std::exception, although the language allows any type of object to be thrown as an exception.

Exceptions in C++ have the same properties as any other object, however the standard defines that they are

thrown by value, which creates a copy based on their dynamic type, while standard objects are copied using their

static type when passed as a function parameter. Moreover, we can only write the catching blocks by filtering

exceptions according to their static types. The generic catching block catch(...) can be used to catch any type

of exception, but it does not provide access to the exception object, so it is not suited if we want to send the

exception to another process. Processing each type of possible exception separately in its own catch block would

be extremely tedious to write, not easily extensible, and very inefficient as we would exchange separate messages

between processes for every type of exception.
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We can only achieve this efficiently by catching the most generic possible type of exceptions, serialise them,

and exchange them once between the processes. The main difficulty lies in the fact that we do not know the

dynamic type of the caught exception, but only its static base type, and we must be able to serialise the object in

one process and deserialise it to create an object of the dynamic derived type on the other processes.

A rather simple solution is to create a complete hierarchy of objects deriving from a virtual base class which

requires the derivatives to implement a serialisation function, an object creation function and a throwing function.

The receiving process can then use an implementation of the classical abstract factory pattern to proceed to the

creation of the exception object of the correct type and propagate it locally [8, 9].

This solution however as a consequent disadvantage: the user is obliged to use a custom hierarchy of excep-

tions. We want to stay close to the standard and provide the user with the usual exception objects of the standard

library, but those lack the needed serialisation and polymorphic creation functions needed to achieve our goal.

However, the Boost library provides tools that can be used to solve these issues.

3.1. Boost

Boost1 is a set of experimental libraries for C++ providing very advanced functionalities that often go far

beyond the standard use of the language. Eventually, the most popular libraries are submitted to be included in

the standard library when they grow mature enough.

A very interesting library here is boost::serialization. This library provides various means to implement

generic serialisation operators. The key concept is that we define how an object of a class will be serialised within

an “archive” which can be viewed as an abstract container at this point. Our serialisation function is generic,

and the archive class is a template parameter of this function. We may then implement an actual archive class or

use the provided ones, which typically provide text archives for strings or file streams, binary archives or XML

archives. The archive concept is also implicitly used in the boost::mpi library, so we can easily send and receive

any object through MPI processes as long as it possesses a serialisation operation.

boost::serialization already provides serialization operators for many common object types, but unfor-

tunately not for the standard exceptions. Writing such an operator for the std::exception base class is pretty

straightforward, as this class does not have any data member:

void serialize(Archive & ar, std::exception & e, const unsigned int version){}

We need some more work for classes such as std::logic_error and its derivates. These do not have a default

constructor, but only a constructor taking a string argument. We need to overload save_construct_data and

load_construct_data operators of boost::serialize to take care of these specificities.

inline void save_construct_data(Archive & ar, const myclass * c, const BOOST_PFTO unsigned int){

std::string s(c->what());

ar << s; }

template<class Archive>

inline void load_construct_data(Archive & ar, myclass * c, const unsigned int){

std::string s;

ar >> s;

::new(c)myclass(s); }

Now we need to add the possibility to serialise our exceptions through a pointer to the base type std::exception,

as the receiving processes will not have any information about the dynamic types of the exception that may be

retrieved. Fortunately, boost::serialization implicitly manages the serialisation of pointers and includes mech-

anisms to retrieve derived object from a serialised pointer to its base class. The first step is to include in the

serialisation operator the serialisation of the base class:

void serialize(Archive & ar, myclass & c, const unsigned int version){

ar & boost::serialization::base_object<baseclass>(c); }

1www.boost.org
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The boost::serialization library maintains a list of references to the types of the derived classes in or-

der to allow their identification from a base pointer and invoke the corresponding code. This can be done

with the provided macro BOOST_CLASS_EXPORT_KEY(classname). A last issue is that, as the serialisation oper-

ator is a template function, it may never be instantiated if we only work with pointers to the base class. Again,

boost::serialization provides the macro BOOST_CLASS_EXPORT_IMPLEMENT(classname) which enforces the in-

stantiation of the relevant code.

Serialisation of standard exceptions always follows the same pattern, the only difference being when a default

constructor, or a string parameter are needed. We provide two convenient macros which allow the users to easily

implement serialisation for their own exceptions as long as they derive from a standard exception without adding

new members or methods.

3.2. Rethrowing

We are now able to catch remote exceptions and exchange them between processes as pointers to std::exception

objects. Thanks to the boost::serialization mechanisms, the pointed objects are effectively created with the

adequate derived type. However, we cannot directly throw again those exceptions after reception due to the throw-

ing mechanism: the exception object is copied by value when thrown. In C++ when an object is copied by value

its static type is used, thus the copy constructor of the base class is used, a slicing phenomenon occurs and a

std::exception object will always be thrown.

What we need is to convert the pointer to the correct derived type before throwing the pointed object. Although

we may retrieve information about the dynamic type of objects with the typeid operator, we can not use it directly

to obtain the type of an object and all casting operations have to be defined statically. A basic solution could be to

write a big switch comparing the typeid of the pointer with each possible exception and proceeding to the relevant

conversion, but this greatly lacks extensibility.

We propose an alternative solution based on the abstract factory pattern [10], whose aim is to be able to create

objects derived from an abstract base type without specifying their exact types.

In our case, we do not want to build objects, but rather to cast an exception pointer to its correct derived type

and throw it. We have implemented a hierarchy of simple functors to fulfil this role: an abstract ThrowFunctor

defining the virtual operator rethrow() which casts the pointer to its derived type and throw it, and a derived

functor implementing this operator for each exception type.

To be able to call the correct functor according to the derived type of our exception pointer, we create an

‘abstract throwing factory” class which registers all the exception classes types with their associated functors. A

general rethrow() function in the factory is provided to compare an input pointer with the registered classes and

call the relevant ThrowFunctor

We now only need to have in the abstract throwing factory all the pairs of typeids and functors we want to be

able to recognise. We attribute this role to a “throwing factory” that need to be created for each exception type. Its

constructor simply registers the corresponding pair in the abstract throwing factory, and each throwing factory is

statically called once in order to ensure that its constructor is called exactly once in the program.

Again, since the functor and throwing factory always conduct the same computation for each class of excep-

tions, we defined a macro to construct them, so that any user can add its own exceptions to the abstract throwing

factory by simply calling the macro OSL_BUILD_THROW_FACTORY(myclass). Finally, we can throw any exception

pointer by simply calling the AbstractThrowingFactory::rethrow() method, as long as the derived type has been

defined previously with the macro.

3.3. Implementation in OSL

In OSL, expressions evaluation is optimised through an automatic fusion implemented with the expression

templates mechanism. Each element of the language (distributed array or skeletons) that can be part of an expres-

sion is implemented as a template class of its sub-expressions, which contains an evaluation operator.

By building an OSL expression, we effectively combine the template classes that represent it. The evaluation

operators are declared as inline, so when the compiler creates an instance of a sub-expression, the code of its

evaluation is effectively inserted in the evaluation operator of its including expression. After compilation, we thus

get for our expression a single evaluation operator containing the fused code from all sub-expressions operators,
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instead of having a succession of nested calls. The fusion mechanism generally stops when a sub-expression is

a distributed array, whose evaluation operator simply returns its elements. The evaluation operator of a whole

expression is typically called when an assignment operator ’=’ is encountered in the program.

We have solved the difficulties of sending and rethrowing remote exceptions, now we may use standard ex-

ceptions inside communication skeletons just like any data type. As one of our goals was to be able to inform

all processes when exceptions occurs in any of them, we integrated a proper exception forwarding mechanism

in our library through a skeleton named forwardExceptions. This skeleton should not have any direct effect on

the result of an expression when we apply it, so its return value has to be exactly the return value of the expres-

sion being evaluated. We also have to break the fusion optimisation of the expression templates when applying

forwardExceptions for two reasons. The first is coherency: If we want to forward only exceptions raised by a

sub-part of the expression, we must ensure that loops of the compiled code are not fused with those of the rest

of the expression outside of the forwardException skeleton. The other reason is efficiency and simplicity: When

fusion optimisation occurs, the resulting loop may apply subsequently every skeleton on each element of the dis-

tributed array. That would imply that the exception forwarding mechanism would be carried individually for each

element of the distributed array, that would lead to potentially huge communication costs as even if no exception

is raised, we still need to send the serialisation of a null exception pointer.

What we want instead is to determine if an exception happened on a particular process. This can be done using

the Evaluate function. This function forces the evaluation of an expression by assigning the resulting value of the

expression to a temporary value, and then returning the content of this temporary.

The assignment effectively shortcuts the fusion mechanism, but fusion can still take place inside the expression

being evaluated. Evaluate is already used notably by communication skeletons to ensure that the computations

are done before exchanging the data between processes.

The structure of the forwardException becomes thus rather simple: it calls Evaluate on the considered ex-

pression, then returns its result. The evaluation happens inside a try/catch block, if a std::exception is caught

(which implicitly includes any exception deriving from this type) we serialise a pointer to it and exchange them

with all other processes through a call to MPI_Alltoall. If no exception is raised, we simply send a NULL pointer.

After the forwardException skeleton, we thus get on each process an array of std::exception pointers contain-

ing the exceptions raised on all the processes. If this array does not contain only NULL pointers, we throw it as an

exception object locally on each individual node.

4. Parallel Backtracking Expressed with the Exception Handling Mechanism

Besides being able to recover from errors in parallel programs, our exception forwarding mechanism increases

the expressive power of our library, for example by allowing the implementation of a parallel backtracking algo-

rithm with exceptions. Backtracking is a classical algorithm used to find the solution of a given computational

problem. It does so by incrementally building a tree of the partial solutions, and progressively discarding them

as soon as they can be determined to be unable to lead to a final solution. This algorithm can be applied as long

as we can build partial solutions and evaluate them, this particularly suits constraint satisfaction problems such as

the eight queens puzzle or sudoku for example.

Exception mechanisms are commonly used to improve the performance as well as the simplicity of program-

ming on those algorithms. The idea is to simply throw an exception when a solution is found, and catch it outside

the backtracking function. This will effectively shortcut the evaluation of all the remaining partial solutions, and

we do not have to propagate the results of the evaluations through the stack of recursive calls.

As we can now catch exceptions from remote processes, we can easily write a parallel version of this algorithm

with a functor:

struct BackTrack{

inline int operator()(Node s1) {

if (is_valid(s1)){

std::vector<Node> children = s1.build_children();

if (children.size() == 0) throw(MyException(s1.value()));

else for (int i = 0; i < children.size(); i++) backtrack(children[i]);

}
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}

};

This functor can now be called seamlessly within our library. In order to split the evaluation tree and have

enough elements to provide basic balancing between the processes, we first create an array containing children of

the root node of the problem. Then we extract a batch of those nodes into a distributed array. We finally only have

to use the map skeleton to apply the backtracking algorithm to each element of this distributed array, and iterate

over the batches until a solution is found.

std::vector initArray = rootnode.build_children();

while (!result) {

try {

DArray<Node> array(getSomeNodes(initArray));

auto res = forwardExceptions(osl::map(backtrack(), array));

} catch(std::vector<std::exception *> e){

for (int i = 0; i < bsp_p; i++)

if(e[i] != NULL) { result = true; /* here we can extract the result from the exception */ }

}

}

5. Experiments

We conducted two sets of experiments: We first measured the performance overhead caused by the forwarding

of exceptions on a distributed simulation of heat diffusion implemented with OSL. We evaluated this overhead

on varying problem sizes and number of processes, when the computation was conducted without any exception

being raised. We then measured the performance of the backtracking sudoku solver and compared it with a version

implemented without the use of exceptions. These experiments were conducted on a cluster of Quad-Core AMD

Opteron 2376 processors.
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Fig. 3. Sudoku backtracking solver

Concerning the overhead, the impact is very low on a small number of processors, but this situation declines as

the number of processes grows. This can be expected, as the cost of the MPI_Alltoall operations increases with

the square of the number of processes, while the computation speed only increases in a sub-linear fashion. At a

certain point, the gains in the simulation are outweighed by the costs of communications to forward exceptions.

On very small problems (such as a grid of size 100 x 100), the cost of communication is immediately higher to

the computation speedup.

The experiments on the backtracking algorithms do not exhibit a very good scalability, due to a very simple

load balancing mechanism. However both algorithms exhibit similar performances, with a slight advantage for the

one with exceptions. This illustrates the advantages of our exception forwarding mechanism regarding the added

expressivity: In the algorithm without exceptions, we have to manually gather the results on each process and then

broadcast the result (or its absence) on each iteration of the main loop. This forces us to add more skeleton calls,

introduce new functors and manage return values in the backtracking function SudokuSolve. This in turn lead to

an approximately 50% increase in the size of the program.
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6. Related Work

Error and exception handling mechanisms. In most languages, the exception handling mechanism is imperative:

there is a command to raise an exception and block construction to catch exceptions thrown by the code enclosed

in the block. Such a block is thus protected against (some of the) abnormal events. It is also associated with code

to be executed in case such an event occurs so that this event becomes invisible to the program outside the block.

This kind of mechanism is well adapted to current processors. It is used in languages such as C++, Ada, Java,

C#, Python. It is also compatible with ML type systems and thus is provided in languages such as OCaml, SML

or F#.

Common Lisp offers a system of conditions, very expressive but tedious to use and to implement. This mech-

anism allows to relaunch execution with modified parameters. However no strongly typed language offer such a

mechanism, so we will not consider it further. Other mechanisms are well suited to pure functional languages, even

if then do not respect all the criteria given in introduction. This is the case of monadic exception handling [11],

for example in Haskell. This kind of mechanism does not allow to propagate exceptions transparently and makes

the code heavier but is the adequate mechanism for lazy functional languages.

Exception handling in concurrent systems. In concurrent models, exception handling cannot be done at the global

level. Therefore it is often transformed in a kind of auxiliary communication protocol that allows to propagate

process state information and to take decisions at different levels of locality depending on the scope of the excep-

tion or error. Some systems such as Argus [12] allows to select a subset of processes (for example all the processes

that defined a specific exception) and synchronise them in case of an exception is raised. It is quite complex in the

implementation, and quite complex to use. The context is also quite different from structured parallelism and the

kind of proposed solution is not well adapted to structured parallelism.

Exception handling in structured parallelism. There exist several algorithmic skeleton libraries for various lan-

guages: C++ [13, 14], Java [15, 16, 17], OCaml [18] to cite a few. Muesli [14] and SkeTo [13] are the closest

libraries to OSL in terms of skeletons on distributed arrays. However they do not provide an exception handling

mechanism specific to the skeletons: an uncaught exception at the level of a processor cannot be caught at the

global level, and therefore will lead to a program crash. All the cited libraries but Calcium [17] also do not have

an exception mechanism adapted to their skeletons, and an uncaught exception at the local level may lead to

unexpected behaviour.

In Calcium a system has been specifically designed to handle exceptions, however its principles are different.

In the case of Calcium if two processors raise an exception and the catch block is at the global level, only one

exception will be caught: The behaviour is non-deterministic. In the OSL case, both are caught and the code used

to treat these exceptions could be different whether one or two exceptions got caught.

BSML [19] and Eden [20] are parallel functional languages that are often used to program algorithmic skeleton

libraries on top of their parallel primitives. Eden being based on Haskell could use a monadic style of error

handling. BSML has an exception mechanism [21] that could benefit to skeletons implemented in BSML [22]. For

the backtracking algorithm, a divide-and-conquer style, for example using the parallel superposition of BSML [23]

could be possible. However no release of BSML allows the usage of exception handling and superposition in

combination.

Manticore [24] combines CML and NESL and has a specific exception handling mechanism: this mechanism

implements a sequential semantics. Manticore has both a parallel and a sequential semantics, and the exceptions

behave in parallel as they would behave in sequential. Therefore in the case where two exceptions are raised in

parallel, one has always priority over the other and can be caught: The semantics is deterministic.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

The structured nature of skeletal parallelism allowed us to design a parallel exception handling mechanism

suited to the Orléans Skeleton Library. Its implementation in C++ raised some challenges that we were able to

tackle, in particular using the Boost framework. The obtained mechanism offers acceptable performance over-

head in case no exception is raised. It also provides additional expressive power as exemplified by a parallel

backtracking algorithm.
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Future work on OSL includes hybrid parallel versions of the library. A OpenMP/MPI version may cause no

additional problems concerning exception handling. A CUDA-based GPU version is more problematic because

neither exception handling nor run-time type information (RTTI) are currently supported for device code.
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